Thought Leadership

5 Strategies for a World-Class
Software Implementation of
Any Size
By Justin Aggelakos

It’s inevitable that no matter the size

a full-scale ERP deployment will.

of your company, or the industry

No matter how straightforward or

it’s in, sooner or later you’re bound

complex the implementation seems

to be going through a software

or how promising the solution is,

implementation.

almost every company cringes at the
thought of undergoing one. Executives

It may be one of the company’s

worry about the technology’s ability

first – a switch from spreadsheets

to deliver, the expense it will incur,

to automated planning systems,

how long it will take to be up and

for example. It may be an upgrade

running and the negative toll it could

to a newer version of the software,

take on the business in the meantime.

swapping out existing technology

End users fear having to learn a new

for a different system, or it may be

system, new business processes – or,

much more complex and impact

worse – that the new technology will
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every aspect of the business the way

render them redundant.
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We hear it a lot – a successful software

place to support them. And none of it will work

implementation centers around three key

without the trust and buy-in of the team.

pillars: people, processes and technology.
Nevertheless, the phrase remains the holy grail

Given all the ways a software implementation

for companies seeking to transform inefficient

can go wrong, the prospect of undergoing one

ways of doing things in order to thrive.

can seem overwhelming – and understandably

Technology on its own won’t do the trick;

so. Below are five strategies to help businesses

neither will replacing tired business processes

mitigate or altogether avoid common mistakes

with better ones if the right tools aren’t in

before, during and after deployment:

5 S T R AT E G I E S

1. Take ownership
An organization will undoubtably go through

the business benefits analysis once the project

some degree of upheaval during a software

is completed. The leadership team should

implementation, depending on the size and

appoint the right stakeholders to the core

scope of the project. It’s crucial that senior

steering committee overseeing the project,

management at the company take ownership

encourage organization-wide system usage,

over the decision to onboard new technology

help resolve conflicts as they arise, and inspire

that will eventually drive positive business

cross-departmental cooperation to break

outcomes, but which may cause disruption and

down information silos that could jeopardize

foster resistance to change among employees

the success of the project. A lack of interest or

in the interim. Senior management must take

failure to take responsibility for the project is

an active role in the planning phase of the

often the root cause of an implementation that

implementation, the rollout of the solution, and

exceeds the timeline and/or budget.
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2. Rely on proven expertise
Choosing the right software is just the first

partner can make or break a company’s

the solution and new business processes and

step; companies must then decide whether

goal of gaining operational excellence

workflows. They should also be forthright

to work directly with the vendor or to

and a competitive advantage with new

about potential project risks and constraints

employ the services of an implementation

technology.

at the very start. A good implementation

partner on the installation. The advantage

partner should certainly click with a

of working with an implementation partner

At a high level, a proven implementation

company’s own internal team, but be wary

is two-fold: First, they tend to be smaller

partner will provide a thorough assessment

of those that always say “yes.” A business

with less overhead and therefore less costly.

of the company’s objectives, challenges and

undergoing a software deployment should

The second reason – and perhaps most

pain points, as well as point out capabilities

trust that its implementation partner has

importantly – implementation partners are

that may not have been considered initially.

their best interests in mind, is setting them

experts in navigating potential setbacks

The implementation partner will lead the

up for success and will provide guidance

and ensuring the solution works the way it

creation of the solution design, project

throughout the project to avoid missteps

should. Selecting the right implementation

scope and timeline. They will train users on

that may lead to higher costs or delays.

3. Build the right team
Selecting the right implementation

Super users can help foster the four

partner is crucial, but so is determining

conditions the report suggests are

who from a company’s team should

necessary for employees to change

be part of its internal implementation

their behavior:

steering committee. Ideally, it’s a
diverse mix of both IT and business

•

A compelling story: Super

systems, processes and workflows
and other incentives are aligned
•

Capability building: Proper training
is imperative to ensuring user
adoption of new technology and
business processes

process owners. It should also consist

users can help their colleagues

of both management and end users.

understand why the new software

The best super users are open-minded

Aside from the project sponsor,

and changes to the way they do

when it comes to change and are

the project manager, technical

things are necessary for the health

also highly influential among their

staff, and various subject matter

of the business

colleagues. They will help troubleshoot

Role modeling: Employees are

issues and raise the flag when they

experts, businesses would be wise to
designate super users as champions

•

likely to adapt to change when

of the new technology. Here’s why:

they observe the CEO, senior

A report by research firm McKinsey

management and colleagues they

& Company* found that only one in
three organizational transformation
programs succeed, which is often the
result of an unsupportive work culture.
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admire doing so too
•

Reinforcing mechanisms: Change
is more likely to happen when

encounter errors and inefficient
workflows throughout the rollout. They
should also be able to navigate the
new system, learn how it works and
then teach it to others after receiving
training from the implementation
partner.
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4. Communicate constantly
It goes without saying that

workers, volunteers, contractors,

change is the most burdensome –

communication is extremely important

consultants or board members who

unforeseen setbacks arise, interruptions

to ensure adoption of new software

may be impacted.

to the day-to-day business are likely

and business processes. Constant

to occur, and entire departments,

communication – even what may seem

Communication about a software

team structures, existing workflows

like overcommunication – between the

implementation is often heaviest at

and business processes and individual

implementation partner and company’s

the beginning and end of a project.

roles are being evaluated. Transparent

steering committee is a given. But

At the start, people are often their

communication, listening to concerns

beyond key stakeholders and users,

most enthusiastic and excited about

from all stakeholders, taking measures

company-wide communication about

the technology’s potential. At the end,

to share the implementation’s progress

the project’s goals, timeline and how

there is often a sense of urgency to get

at all phases of the rollout and collect

it will change the future outcomes

up to speed on the new way of doing

feedback will go a long way towards

can be extremely beneficial. The

things. The middle phase of a rollout

keeping employees feeling involved

implementation steering committee

is often when employee morale hits

in the project and focused on the end

should not forget about part-time

its lowest point. It’s at this time when

result.

5. Don’t forget to celebrate
The new system has been successfully

partner will continue to work with the

installed, training has been completed,

company’s users and IT staff for four

new business processes are in place

to six months after the go-live date,

and the implementation partner

the organization should become less

has supported users with closing

and less reliant on support. At Amicis

out the month to ensure everything

Solutions, we refer to this stage as

is working properly. Companies

the “stabilization period.” During this

in this phase of a software rollout

time and after a couple of months of

should take a minute to celebrate

using the new software, the company

this important project milestone and

should schedule a retrospective

congratulate all stakeholders for

meeting to take stock of how well the

their involvement and dedication to

solution is performing, whether any

the project. Software deployments

tweaks to it or new business processes

are not easy to get through, and it’s

are needed, and if customizations or

important to recognize that internally.

additional technology is required to

While a proven implementation

achieve desired outcomes.

Companies that take the steps outlined above to guide their software implementation will be primed to reap the rewards of their investment
faster – all while keeping costs low, avoiding major delays and keeping employee morale high.
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Contact us today to learn how we can support your business.

About Amicis Solutions
At Amicis Solutions, we are the go-to experts helping retail and hospitality brands get the most from their technology
investments. Years of experience leading Microsoft implementations at companies of all sizes has given our team a unique
understanding of what it takes to ensure a swift, successful deployment and the adoption of best-practice business processes.
Our Professional Services associates can provide the right guidance, design approach, innovative technology and bestpractice processes to truly transform your business. Interested in learning more about our software implementation approach?
Contact us today.
*McKinsey & Company: https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/organization/our-insights/what-successfultransformations-share-mckinsey-global-survey-results
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